Come to the Feast
For Two-Part Mixed Voices and Keyboard Accompaniment

Ref: Matt. 26:26-30
John 15:1-11

Words and Music by
MARY KAY BEALL

\[ \text{Keyboard} \]
\[
\text{S.A.} \quad mp
\]
\[ \text{Come to the feast,} \quad \text{child of} \]
\[ \text{mine.} \quad \text{T.B.} \quad mp
\]
\[ \text{Come, break the bread,} \]
Come to the feast, leave your come, drink the wine.

slight cresc.

Come to the feast, child of burdens behind.

Come to the feast, child of mine.

Come to the Feast
Come to the feast, come, child of mine.

feast, child of mine. You are the

You are the branch, I am the vine. Come, feed your

branch,

soul, break the bread, drink the wine.